ABSTRACT. We show that for many pairs of infinite cardinals κ ą µ`ą µ, pκ`, κq ։ pµ`, µq is consistent relative to the consistency of a supercompact cardinal. We also show that it is consistent, relative to a huge cardinal that pκ`, κq ։ pµ`, µq for every successor cardinal κ and every µ ă κ, answering a question of Foreman.
INTRODUCTION
The Downwards Löwenheim-Skolem-Tarski Theorem states that every model M for a language L, |M | " κ ě ℵ 0 , and cardinal |L|`ℵ 0 ď µ ď κ there is an elementary submodel M 1 ă M , of cardinality µ. Informally speaking, this means that first order logic (with countable language) cannot distinguish between infinite cardinals.
Second order logic, in which we are allowed to quantify over subsets of the structure, is strong enough to distinguish between different infinite cardinals. For example, it is easy to express the statement "There are exactly ℵ 7 elements in the structure" in second order logic. By a theorem of Magidor [17] , a variant of the Downwards Löwenheim-Skolem Theorem for full second order logic can hold only above a supercompact cardinal. In fact, there is a specific Π 1 1 -formula Φ such that if κ is a cardinal, and for every model M of cardinality at least κ that models Φ there is an elementary submodel M 1 , |M 1 | ă κ, M 1 |ù Φ, then there is a supercompact cardinal κ 0 ď κ.
Thus, it is natural to ask how strong can be a fraction of the second order logic such that it still does not distinguish between "most" pairs of infinite cardinals. One candidate is first order logic enriched with the Chang's Quantifier: Definition 1. Let M be a model. We write Qx, ϕpx, pq if |tx P M : M |ù ϕpx, pqu| " |M |
We let LpQq be first order logic enriched with the quantifier Q. We write
1 is an elementary submodel of M relative to all formulas in LpQq.
Lemma 2. The following are equivalent for infinite cardinals µ ă κ:
(1) For every model M of cardinality κ`there is an LpQq-elementary submodel of cardinality µ`. (2) For every model M for a language L that contains a predicate A, if |M | " κà nd |A| " κ, then there is M 1 ă M with |M 1 | " µ`, |M 1 X A| " µ. (3) For every function f : pκ`q ăω Ñ κ there is a set X Ď κ`, |X| " µ`, such that |f " X ăω | ď µ.
The second assertion is called Chang's Conjecture, and it is denoted by:
pκ`, κq ։ pµ`, µq.
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Remark 11. The same proof shows that whenever κ is regular, λ ăκ " λ, and
there is an increasing sequence of ordinals xα i : i ă κ`1y, δ " α κ such that f pα i , α j q " f pα i , δq for all i ă j ă κ. This observation will come in handy later.
In this paper, we are interested in transfer properties between pairs of cardinals. However, consideration of transfer between larger collections of cardinals will aid in the investigation of pairs. Suppose xλ i y iPI , xκ i y iPI are sequences of cardinals. The notation xλ i y iPI ։ xκ i y iPI signifies the assertion that for every f : rλs ăω Ñ λ, where λ " sup λ i , there is X Ď λ closed under f such that |X X λ i | " κ i for each i P I.
Let us note a few easy facts about these principles: ‚ If J Ď I and xλ i y iPI ։ xκ i y iPI , then xλ i y iPJ ։ xκ i y iPJ . ‚ If xλ i y iPI ։ xκ i y iPI and xκ i y iPI ։ xµ i y iPI , then xλ i y iPI ։ xµ i y iPI . ‚ If λ j , κ j are the maximum elements of xλ i y iPI , xκ i y iPI respectively, λ 1 ą λ j , and κ j ą κ 1 ě sup i "j κ i , then tpj, λ 1 qu Y xλ i y i "j ։ tpj, κ 1 qu Y xκ i y i "j During the construction of our models, we would like to use the fact that Chang's Conjecture is indestructible under a wide variety of forcing notions.
Definition 12.
If λ 1 ě λ 0 and κ 1 ě κ 0 are cardinals and ξ is an ordinal, let pλ 1 , λ 0 q ։ ξ pκ 1 , κ 0 q stand for the statement that for all f : λ ăω 1 Ñ λ 1 , there is X Ď λ 1 of size κ 1 such that f "pX ăω q Ď X, |X X λ 0 | " κ 0 , and ξ Ď X.
Lemma 13 (Folklore).
The statement pλ 1 , λ 0 q ։ κ0 pκ 1 , κ 0 q is preserved by κ0 -c.c. forcing.
Proof. Suppose P is a κ0 -c.c. forcing and 9 f is a P-name for a function from λ ăω 1 to λ 1 . For every x P λ ăω 1 , let us look at the P-name 9 f pxq. By the chain condition of P, the set of possible values for 9 f pxq has size ď κ 0 . If gpα, xq returns the α th possible value for 9 f pxq, then a set closed under g of the appropriate type will be closed under 9 f in the extension by P.
Lemma 14.
Suppose either λ 0 " κ`ξ 0 , or there is λ ď λ 0 such that λ 0 " λ`ξ and λ κ0 ď λ 0 . If pλ 1 , λ 0 q ։ ξ pκ 1 , κ 0 q, then pλ 1 , λ 0 q ։ κ0 pκ 1 , κ 0 q.
Proof. See [8, Section 2.2.1].
Under GCH, in many cases pλ 1 , λ 0 q ։ pκ 1 , κ 0 q implies pλ 1 , λ 0 q ։ κ0 pκ 1 , κ 0 q (see [8, Proposition 19] ). For example, this is true for regular cardinals κ 0 , κ 1 , λ 0 , λ 1 . Foreman [7] proved the next result for the case where P is trivial.
Lemma 15. Let κ 1 be regular. Suppose P is κ 1 -c.c., Q is κ 1 -closed, and , P 9 R Q . If , P pκ 1 , κ 0 q ։ pµ 1 , µ 0 q, then , P˚9 R pκ 1 , κ 0 q ։ pµ 1 , µ 0 q.
Proof. First, let us claim that if PˆQ forces that pκ 1 , κ 0 q ։ pµ 1 , µ 0 q holds then also , P˚9 R pκ 1 , κ 0 q ։ pµ 1 , µ 0 q. By Easton's lemma, , P "Q is κ 1 -distributive," thus , P˚9 R "Q{R is κ 1 -distributive." Let G˚9 H be P˚9 R-generic, and let f : κ ăω 1 Ñ κ 1 be in V rGsrHs. If H 1 is Q{H-generic, then in V rGsrHsrH 1 s, there is an X Ď κ 1 closed under f such that |X| " µ 1 and |X X κ 0 | " µ 0 . By the distributivity of Q{R, X P V rGsrHs. Now suppose , PˆQ " 9 f : κ ăω 1 Ñ κ 1 ." Let xs α : α ă κ 1 y enumerate κ ăω 1 , and let pp,P PˆQ be arbitrary. Let pp α 's, we can choose a condition below all of them by κ 1 -closure. By the κ 1 -c.c., this must terminate at some η 0 ă κ 1 , at which point xp α 0 : α ă η 0 y is a maximal antichain below p. Let q0 ď q α 0 for all α ă η 0 . Next, do the same with respect to 9 f ps 1 q, but starting with q 0 1 ď q0 . Continuing in this way, we get maximal antichains xp β α : β ă η β y in Paep for each α ă κ 1 , and a descending sequence xqα : α ă κ 1 y, with the property that whenever α ă κ 1 , β ă η α and α ď γ ă κ 1 , pp β α , qγ q decides 9 f ps α q. Let G Ď P be generic over V with p P G. For each α ă κ 1 , there is a unique β ă η α such that p β α " def pα P G. In V rGs, define a function
f ps α q " β. By the hypothesis about P, let X Ď κ 1 be such that X is closed under f 1 , |X| " µ 1 and |X X κ 0 | " µ 0 . Let γ ă κ 1 be such that X ăω Ď ts α : α ă γu. Next, take H Ď Q generic over V rGs with qγ P H.
Then for all α ă γ, 9 f GˆH ps α q " f 1 ps α q, since tppα, qαq : α ă γu Ď GˆH. As pp,was arbitrary, PˆQ forces that there is X Ď κ 1 closed under 9 f such that |X X κ 0 | " µ 0 .
LOCAL CHANG'S CONJECTURE FROM SUBCOMPACT CARDINALS
In this section we will prove the consistency of certain instances of Chang's Conjecture relative to the existence of large cardinals at the level of supercompact cardinals.
We start with the concept of subcompactness. This large cardinal notion was isolated by Jensen. We will use a generalization due to Brooke-Taylor and Friedman. Definition 16. [3] Let κ ď λ be cardinals. κ is λ-subcompact if for every A Ď Hpλq there areκ,λ ă κ,Ā Ď Hpλq and an elementary embedding j : xHpλq,Ā, Py Ñ xHpλq, A, Py with critical pointκ and jpκq " κ.
Following Neeman and Steel, we say that κ is p`αq-subcompact if it is κ`α-subcompact.
It follows immediately from a theorem of Magidor [17, Lemma 1] , that κ is λ-subcompact for all λ iff κ is supercompact. Nevertheless, subcompactness is levelby-level weaker that supercompactness.
Assuming GCH, if κ is κ`α`1-supercompact cardinal and α ă κ, then κ is p`α1 q-subcompact and the normal measure derived from the supercompact embedding concentrates on p`α`1q-subcompact cardinals.
On the other hand, if κ is p`α`2q-subcompact then there are unboundedly many cardinals ρ ă κ such that ρ is ρ`α`1-supercompact. Theorem 17. Assume GCH. Let κ be p`2q-subcompact. Then for every regular µ ă κ there is ρ ă κ such that forcing with Colpµ, ρ`qˆColpρ``, κq forces pµ`3, µ``q ։ pµ`, µq.
Proof. As a warm-up, let us show first an easier fact: Claim 18. There is ρ ă κ such that pκ``, κ`q ։ pρ``, ρ`q Proof. Let κ be a p`2q-subcompact cardinal. Assume, toward a contradiction, that for every ρ ă κ, pκ``, κ`q ։ pρ``, ρ`q. In particular, for every ρ ă κ we can pick a function f ρ : pκ``q ăω Ñ κ`such that for every A Ď κ``, |A| " ρ``, |f ρ " A ăω | " ρ``. Let us code the sequence xf η : η ă κy as a subset of Hpκ``q. By the p`2q-subcompactness of κ, there ρ ă κ and elementary embedding: j : xHpρ``q, P, xg η : η ă ρyy Ñ xHpκ``q, P, xf η : η ă κyy Let us look at A " j " ρ``. By the definition of f ρ , f ρ " A ăω has cardinality ρ``. In particular, there is a sequence of finite subsets of A, xa ξ : ξ ă ρ``y, such that f ρ pa ξ q ă f ρ pa ζ q ă κ`for all ξ ă ζ ă ρ``. Since a ξ is a finite subset of j " ρ``, a ξ " jpb ξ q, where b ξ is a finite subset of ρ``. For every pair ξ ă ζ, by elementarity, there is some η ă ρ such that g η pb ξ q ă g η pb ζ q ă ρ`.
Let us define for ξ ă ζ ă ρ``, cpξ, ζq " mintη ă ρ : g η pb ξ q ă g η pb ζ qu. c is a coloring of the pairs of ordinals below ρ``. By GCH, 2 ρ " ρ`. By the Erdős-Rado Theorem, there is a homogeneous subset of ρ``with order type ρ``1, H. Let η be its color.
Let us look at the sequence xg η pb ξ q : ξ P Hy. This is an increasing sequence of length ρ``1 of ordinals below ρ`-a contradiction.
Let us now return to the proof of the theorem, which is very similar to the proof of the claim.
Let L ρ " Colpµ, ρ`qˆColpρ``, κq.
Assume, towards a contradiction, that there is no such ρ, i.e. for every ρ ă κ there is a L ρ -name, 9
f ρ of a function from pκ``q ăω to κ`(in the sense of V ) such that for every subset of cardinality pρ``q V , A, we have , | 9 f ρ "pA ăω q| " pρ``q V . The sequence x 9 f ρ : ρ ă κy can be coded as a subset of Hpκ``q. Using the p`2q-subcompactness, there is j and ρ such that: j : xHpρ``q, P, x 9 g η : η ă ρyy Ñ xHpκ``q, P, x 9 f ρ : ρ ă κyy is elementary. As before, let us look at A " j " ρ``. By the assumption, , Lρ | 9
x α : α ă ρ``y be a sequence of L ρ -names, such that for every α ă β, , 9 f ρ p 9 x α q ă 9 f ρ p 9 x β q. Let us pick, by induction, conditions
For every α, we find a α P A ăω and pick p α such that p α , 9 x α "ǎ α . Moreover, using the ρ``-closure of Colpρ``, κq, we may pick the sequence xr α : α ă ρ``y to be decreasing. | Colpµ, ρ`q| " ρ`and therefore, there is an unbounded subset J Ď ρ``such that for every α P J, q α " q ‹ , for some fixed q ‹ P Colpµ, ρ`q. By re-arranging the sequence and omitting all elements outside of J, we may assume that J " ρ``.
To conclude, we can find a sequence of conditions xp α : α ă ρ``y and a sequence of finite subsets of A, xa α : α ă ρ``y, such that:
(1) For all α, p α " xq ‹ , r α y, where q ‹ P Colpµ, ρ`q is fixed and r α is decreasing.
(2) For all α ă β ă ρ``, p β , 9 f ρ pǎ α q ă 9 f ρ pǎ β q. Reflecting downward for every pair ξ ă ζ separately and using the fact that a ξ " jpb ξ q for some b ξ P pρ``q ăω , we get that there is some η ă ρ and some condition s in Colpµ, η`qˆColpη``, ρq such that s , 9 g η pb ξ q ă 9 g η pb ζ q ă pρ`q V . Let us define a coloring, c : rρ``s 2 Ñ ρˆV ρ that assigns for each pair ξ ă ζ ă ρ``such pair pη, sq P ρˆV ρ as above. Since ρ is measurable, and in particular inaccessible, this coloring obtains only ρ many colors. Therefore, by Erdős-Rado, we have a homogeneous set H of order type ρ``1. Let pη, sq be its color.
For every ξ ă ζ in H, s , 9 g η pb ξ q ă 9 g η pb ζ q. We conclude that in the generic extension relative to the forcing Colpµ, η`qˆColpη``, ρq, there is a subset of ρ`of order type ρ``1, which is impossible.
A similar method can be used in order to get instances of Chang's Conjecture with larger gaps between the cardinals, starting from stronger large cardinal assumptions:
Theorem 19. Assume GCH, and let α ě 2 be an ordinal. If there is κ ą α such that κ is p`αq-subcompact cardinal then there is ρ ă κ such that xκ`iy 1ďiďα ։ xρ`iy 1ďiďα . Moreover, if α is a successor ordinal, we may find ρ ă κ such that
Proof. We will only sketch the case when we collapse cardinals. Towards a contradiction, suppose κ is p`αq-subcompact and there is no such ρ ă κ. Let x 9 f η : η ă κy be a sequence such that 9 f η is a Colpη`α, κq-name for a counterexample. Let ρ ă κ be such that there is an elementary embedding j : xHpρ`αq, P, x 9 g η : η ă ρyy Ñ xHpκ`αq, P, x 9 f η : η ă κyy.
Let A " j " ρ`α, and consider a Colpρ`α, κq-name for 9 f ρ " A. We may assume that , A Ď 9 f ρ " A, so that , | 9 f ρ " A X ρ`α`i| ě ρ`i for 1 ď i ď α. It suffices to prove that for all successor β ă α, , | 9 f ρ " A X ρ`α`β| " ρ`β, since the limit cases follow by continuity. For such β, the argument proceeds exactly as before.
Remark 20.
Suppose that in the above, α is the successor of a limit ordinal λ. Using the lemmas of the previous section, we can then force with Colpµ, ρ`λq, where µ ď cfpλq, to obtain pµ`λ`1, µ`λq ։ pµ`, µq. This gives an alternate proof of consistency results from [12] .
In the next theorem, we will get the consistency of instances of Chang's Conjecture where the source is double successor of singular cardinal, e.g. pℵ ω`2 , ℵ ω`1 q ։ pℵ n`1 , ℵ n q. In order to achieve this, we need to start with slightly stronger assumption.
Lemma 21. Assume GCH. Let κ be κ``-supercomapct cardinal and let U be a normal measure on κ, derived from a supercompact embedding.
(1) There is a set of measure one A such that for all ρ P A, pκ``, κ`q ։ pρ``, ρ`q. Moreover, there is a set of measure one A 1 such that for every ρ P A 1 and every forcing notion of cardinality ď ρ`, Q, QˆColpρ``, κq forces pκ``, κ`q ։ pρ``, |ρ`|q.
(2) For every ρ P A, there is a set B ρ P U such that for every
and every forcing notion Q, |Q| ď ρ`, QˆColpρ``, ηq forces pη``, η`q ։ pρ``, |ρ`|q. (3) There is C P U such that for every ζ ă ξ in C, pξ``, ξ`q ։ pζ``, ζ`q and moreover for every forcing notion Q or cardinality ď ζ`, QˆColpζ``, ξq forces pξ``, ξ`q ։ pζ``, |ζ`|q.
Proof. Let us show the first assertion. Assume otherwise, and let us pick 9 f ρ , Q ρ witnessing it. Namely:
(1) Q ρ is a forcing notion of cardinality ď ρ`. (2) 9 f ρ is a name for a function from pκ``q ăω into κ`in the forcing Q ρĈ olpρ``, κq (3) For every set of cardinality ρ``, X Ď κ`,
et us assume, without loss of generality, that Q ρ is a partial order on ρ`. Let j : V Ñ M be a κ``-supercompact embedding such that
Let us work in M . There, by elementarity, the forcing jpQq κˆC olpκ``, jpκqq adds a function jp 9 f q κ : jpκ``q ăω Ñ jpκ`q such that for every X Ď jpκ``q of cardinality
Let us denote L " jpQq κˆC olpκ``, jpκqq. By the same arguments of Theorem 17, we can find a sequence of conditions p α P L and a α Ď κ``, finite, such that for every α ă β, p β , jp 9 f q κ p jpa αă jp 9 f q κ pjpa β qq. Reflecting this fact back to V , we obtain that for every α ă β ă κ``there is an ordinal ρ ă κ and a condition r P Q ρˆC olpρ``, κq such that r , QρˆColpρ``,κq 9 f ρ pǎ α q ă 9 f ρ pǎ β q ăκ`.
This defines a coloring of pairs of elements in κ``with κ many colors. By Erdős-Rado, there is a homogeneous set of order type κ``1, which is impossible. The second statement follows from the reflection properties of the supercompact cardinal. For the third statement take C " A X △ ρPA B ρ . Theorem 22. Assume GCH. Let κ be κ``-supercompact and let µ ă κ be regular. There is a generic extension in which κ " µ`ω and pκ``, κ`q ։ pµ`, µq.
Proof. Let us consider the Prikry type forcing with collapses relative to a normal measure U on κ which is a projection of κ``-supercompact measure. Let us describe explicitly the conditions in the forcing notion.
Let j U : V Ñ M be the ultrapower embedding. Let us consider the forcing notion
This forcing is κ`-closed (in V ) and by standard counting arguments, it has only
Let us define the conditions for the forcing, P.
(5) A Ď B and for all α P A, F pαq Ě Gpαq. We say that p ď ‹ q if p ď q and they have the same length.
Claim 23. P satisfies the Prikry property. Namely, for every statement Φ in the forcing language and condition p P P, there is q ď ‹ p that decides the truth value of Φ. This is folklore, and a complete proof can be found in [6] . We remark that there are some minor differences between the presentation there and our presentation. As is standard, if p " xα 0 , f 0 , . . . , α n , f n , A, F y, then Paep -Colpα`0 , α 1 qˆ¨¨¨Ĉ olpα`ǹ´1, α n qˆQ, where Q adds no subsets of αǹ . Since conditions with the same stem are compatible, P is κ`-c.c. Moreover, every ăκ-sized set of conditions sharing a common stem has a lower bound with the same stem. From the Prikry property and the chain condition, we conclude that every cardinal greater than or equal to κ is preserved and that κ becomes α`ω 0 . Let
By the Prikry property, either X 0 or X 1 is in U. Towards a contradiction, suppose X 1 P U. Let 9 f : pκ``q ăω Ñ κ`be a name for a function such that if p α witnesses α P X 1 , then p α forces that for all A Ď κ``of size α``, | 9 f " A ăω | " α``. Let j : V Ñ M be a κ``-supercompact embedding such that the normal measure on κ that it defines is the one that we use in the Prikry forcing. Let A " j " κ``. By hypothesis, there is a condition p " jppq κ " xκ, g, Y, F y P jpPq such that p ,
There is a sequence of names x 9 b α : α ă κ``y Ď A ăω such that p forces x 9 f pb α q : α ă κ``y is an increasing sequence of ordinals below jpκ`q. The sequence of 9 b α 's is forced to be j " a, where a is a sequence contained in pκ``q ăω . Let q " xκ,
By the Prikry property, a is added by the factor Colpκ``, γq, and there is an extension q 1 of q of the same length that decides on a Colpκ``, γq-name 9 τ for a. Let xr α : α ă κ``y be a descending sequence of conditions in Colpκ``, γq such that r 0 ď g 1 0 , and r α decides a value a α the α-th value in the vector 9 τ , 9 τ pαq. Thus we have that for each α ă β ă κ``,
Reflecting this downwards to V , we have the following coloring problem: For every pair of ordinals, α ă β ă κ``, there is a condition p α,β that forces 9 f pa α q ă 9 f pa β q ă κ`. We want to show that this situation is impossible.
There are 2 κ many conditions in P and therefore we can think of the above coloring as a coloring from rκ``s 2 to 2 κ . By Remark 11 we obtain an ordinal δ ă κ``and a sequence of ordinals tα i : i ă κ`u, cofinal in δ such that p α ξ ,α ζ " p α ξ ,δ for all ξ ă κ`. Let us denote by q i " p αi,δ . Let us claim that there is a condition r that forces that the set ti ă κ`: q i P Gu (where G is the generic filter) is unbounded. Otherwise, using the chain condition of the forcing, we can find an ordinal β ă κ`such that , ti ă κ`: q i P Gu Ďβ. This is absurd, since q β forces the opposite statement.
Let G be a generic filter containing r. Let I " ti ă κ`:
there is a sequence of ordertype κ``1 of ordinals below κ`-a contradiction.
Therefore, X 0 P U, and any condition of the form xX 0 , F y forces pκ``, κ`q ։ pα`0 , α0 q, where α 0 is the first member of the Prikry sequence. If we then force with Colpµ, α0 q, we get the desired conclusion.
Corollary 24. It is consistent relative to a p`2q-supercompact cardinal that for all even ordinals
If G Ď P is generic, then for some n 0 ă ω, we have pκ``, κ`q ։ pα`m , αmq for all m ě n 0 . By Lemma 21, there is some n 1 ě n 0 such that pα`m`1, αm`1q ։ pα`m , αmq for all m ě n 1 . These relations continue to hold after forcing with Colpω, α n1 q. By the facts mentioned after Remark 11, the desired statement holds in this extension.
The learned reader may perceive how to use Radin forcing to extend the above result to obtain a model of ZFC in which for all even ordinals β ă α, pℵ α`2 , ℵ α`1 q ։ pℵ β`2 , ℵ β`1 q. Instead of pursuing this line, we will now work towards showing the consistency of a "denser" global Chang's Conjecture using much stronger large cardinal assumptions, answering a question of Foreman.
GLOBAL CHANG'S CONJECTURE
In this section we obtain a model in which pκ`, κq ։ pµ`, µq holds for every cardinal µ and every successor cardinal κ, starting from a huge cardinal. 4.1. Getting Chang's Conjecture between many pairs of regular cardinals. Towards the goal of the section, we start with a simpler task:
pν`, νq ։ pµ`, µq for all regular cardinals µ ă ν. This answers Question 7 of Foreman in [9] . Foreman asked whether a weaker statement is consistent, where we assume the larger ν is a successor cardinal. In our model, we retain many large cardinals. We will then force further to obtain a model in which the smaller cardinal µ can be singular.
Lemma 25. Suppose µ ă κ ď λ ă δ are regular, κ and δ are Mahlo, and
(1) , Epµ,κq " 9 Q is µ-closed, of size ď λ, and preserves the regularity of λ." (2) , Epµ,κq˚9 Q " 9 R is µ-closed and of size ăδ."
Then there is a projection π : Epµ, δq Ñ pEpµ, κq˚9 Qq˚p 9 Rˆ9 Epλ, δqq such that for all p, the first coordinate of πppq is paeκ.
Proof. For brevity, let P " Epµ, κq˚9 Q. For every inaccessible cardinal α P pλ, δq, T pP, 9
Colpλ, αqq is λ-closed and has size α. By Lemma 7, since P˚9 Colpλ, αq collapses α to have size λ, and since |P| ă α, T pP, 9
Colpλ, αqq collapses α to λ as well and therefore T pP, 9
Colpλ, αqq is forcing-equivalent to Colpλ, αq. Thus,
where I is the class of inaccessible cardinals, and the superscript E indicates that Easton supports are used. We define a projection
Colpλ, αqq Ñ P˚9 Epλ, δq as follows. π 0 pp," xp, τ q y, where τ q is the canonical P-name for a function with domain dom q, and , @α, 9 τ q pαq "qpαq. To show π 0 is a projection, suppose xp 1 , 9 q 1 y ď xp 0 , τ q0 y. Since |P| ď λ, there is an Easton set X such that , domp 9 q 1 q Ď X. For each α P X, let σ α be a P-name such that p 1 , σ α " 9 q 1 pαq and if p K p 1 , p , σ α "q 0 pαq. If q 2 " txα, σ α y : α P Xu, then xp 1 , q 2 y ď xp 0 , q 0 y, and xp 1 , τ q2 y ď xp 1 , 9 q 1 y because p 1 , τ q2 " 9 q 1 . Let ρ ă δ be regular and such that , P | 9 R| ď ρ. Applying Lemma 7 coordinatewise, we have the following sequence of projections:
Epµ, δq -Epµ, κqˆEpµ, δqaerκ, δq -Epµ, κqˆColpµ, λqˆColpµ, ρqˆEpµ, δqaepλ, δq
as desired.
The next lemma answers a question of Shioya [21] , who asked if κ is a huge cardinal with target δ, and µ ă κ is regular, does Epµ, κq˚9 Epκ, δq force pµ``, µ`q ։ pµ`, µq? He noted in the same paper that if we allow more distance between the cardinals, then the answer is yes: for example Epµ, κq˚9 Epκ`, δq forces pµ`3, µ``q ։ pµ`, µq. The next lemma covers these cases and many others. The main issue is to understand the behavior of a potential master condition. The argument shows that the use of posets like the Silver collapse, which is designed to get master conditions under control (see [9] ), is not actually needed in this context. Lemma 26. Suppose κ is a huge cardinal, j : V Ñ M is a huge embedding with critical point κ, jpκq " δ, and µ, λ are regular cardinals with µ ă κ ď λ ă δ. Suppose also:
(1) , Epµ,κq " 9 Q isκ-directed-closed, of size ďλ, and preserves the regularity ofλ."
Then it is forced by pEpµ, κq˚9 Qq˚p 9 Rˆ9 Epλ, δqq that pλ`, |λ|q ։ pµ`, µq.
Proof. Let G˚g˚phˆHq be pEpµ, κq˚9 Qq˚p 9 Rˆ9 Epλ, δqq-generic. By Lemma 25 there is a further forcing yielding an Epµ, δq-genericĜ with G˚g˚phˆHq P V rĜs. The embedding can be extended toj : V rGs Ñ M rĜs.
Since M rĜs |ù |g˚h| ăδ, andjpQ˚Rq is δ-directed-closed, there is a master condition pq, rq PjpQ˚Rq belowj "pg˚hq. Forcing below this, we get an extended embeddingĵ : V rG˚g˚hs Ñ M rĜ˚ĝ˚ĥs.
In M rĜ˚ĝs, for any α ă δ,ĵ " Haeα is a directed subset of Epjpλq, jpαqq MrĜ˚ĝs of size ă δ. Hence we define m α " infĵ " Haeα.
Note that the restriction maps are continuous in the sense that for any ordinals α ă β ă γ and any X Ď Epα, γq with a lower bound, pinf Xqaeβ " inftpaeβ : p P Xu. Since Haeα " tpaeα : p P Haeβu for any α ă β ă δ, we have:
In M rĜ˚ĝs, let m " Ť αăδ m α . To show that m P Epjpλq, jpδqq MrĜ˚ĝs , let γ " sup j " δ ă jpδq. First note M rĜ˚ĝs thinks that dom m is an Easton subset of γ. This is because dom m " Ť pPH dom jppq, M rĜs |ù |H| " δ, and for all p P H, M rĜs |ù "dom jppq is an Easton subset of γzδ." Second, for every β ă γ, dom mpβq is a bounded subset of jpλq. For β ă γ, if α ă δ is such that jpαq ą β, then mpβq is "frozen" by m α , as m ξ pβq " m α pβq for all ξ ě α.
Therefore if we take a genericĤ Ď Epjpλq, jpδqq MrĜ˚ĝs over V rĜ˚ĝ˚ĥs with m PĤ, then we get an extended elementary embeddingj : V rG˚g˚phˆHqs Ñ M rĜ˚ĝ˚pĥˆĤqs. If f : δ ăω Ñ δ is in V rG˚g˚phˆHqs, then j " δ "j " δ is closed under jpf q. In M rĜ˚ĝ˚pĥˆĤqs, |j " δ X jpλq| " |λ| " µ, and j " δ has size δ " jpκq. Thus by elementarity, there is some X Ď δ of size κ closed under f and such that |X X λ| " µ in V rG˚g˚phˆHqs.
Lemma 27. Let κ be huge with witnessing embedding j : V Ñ M , and let U be the normal measure on κ derived from j. There is A P U such that for all regular cardinals α ă β ď γ ă δ with β, δ P A, and for every notion of forcing of the form pEpα, βq˚9 Qq˚p 9 Rˆ9 Epγ, δqq, where
Q is β-directed-closed, of size ď γ, and preserves the regularity of γ," (2) , Epα,βq˚9 Q " 9 R is β-directed-closed and of size ăδ."
forces pγ`, |γ|q ։ pα`, αq.
Proof. Let ϕpβ, δq stand for the assertion that whenever α ă β ď γ ă δ are regular and (1) and (2) hold of 9 Q and 9 R as above, then pEpα, βq˚9 Qq˚p 9 Rˆ9 Epγ, δqq forces pγ`, |γ|q ։ pα`, αq.
By Lemma 26, V |ù ϕpκ, jpκqq. Since M jpκq Ď M , this holds in M as well. Reflecting this statement once, we find A 0 P U such that ϕpβ, κq holds for all β P A 0 . Next, for all β P A 0 , we can reflect again to find a set A β P U such that ϕpβ, δq holds for all δ P A β . Take A " A 0 X △ βPA0 A β .
Let
After forcing with P κ , we have:
We do not exclude the cases in which β " γ 0 or α " γ 1 . Note that if both equations hold then in the generic extension β`" α`and |α| " β. In this case the assertion holds trivially.
The stronger claim holds because if β is the next regular cardinal ě |P i | and α is such for P j , then it is forced by P i that pP j`1 {P i qˆColpγ 0 , γ 1 q has a form satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 27. As Colpγ 0 , γ 1 q is α`-c.c. and P κ {P j`1 is α`-closed, Lemma 15 implies this instance of Chang's Conjecture continues to hold in V Pκ˚Colpγ0,γ1q .
Claim 29.
Assume that κ is almost huge cardinal with a witnessing elementary embedding j such that δ " jpκq is Mahlo and κ P jpAq. Assume also that sup j " δ " jpδq. Then in the generic extension by jpP κ q, j extends to an elementary embedding witnessing that κ is almost huge.
Proof. LetP " jpP κ q. Let us analyse the forcing notion jpPq. P is defined as an Easton support iteration of Easton collapses, between the elements in the closure of the set jpAq. Note that since M X V δ " V δ , V and M compute this iteration in the same way. jpPq is an Easton support iteration in the model M , of length jpδq, between the points in the closure of j 2 pAq. Note that
Therefore, jpPq "P˚9 Q where 9 Q is forced to be a δ-closed forcing notion. Let G ĎP be a V -generic filter. In V rGs, we will define a filter H Ď jpPq generic over M rGs such that for every p P G, jppq P G˚H.
We imitate the proof of Lemma 26. For every α ă δ inaccessible, let m α " Ť pPGXVα jppq. Since we apply j on α many elements and α ă δ, m α P M rGs. Also, for every α ă β, m β aejpαq " m α .
P is δ-c.c. and therefore M models that jpPq is jpδq-c.c. As δ is inaccessible, M rGs can compute an enumeration of the set of all maximal antichains of jpPqaerδ, jpδqq in a sequence of length jpδq. |jpδq| V " δ, so V rGs can enumerate those maximal antichains in a sequence of length δ. Since all those antichains are bounded below jpδq, we may pick an enumeration xA i : i ă δy P V rGs in which A α is a maximal antichain in jpPaeαq (here we use the fact that sup j " δ " jpδq).
Let us define a decreasing sequence of conditions xq i : i ă δy Ď Q. We require that q α ď m α , q α P A α and that the support of q α is a subset of jpαq. For every α ă δ, the sequence xq β : β ă αy is a member of M . By the δ-closure of Q, one can always pick a condition q α stronger than all previous conditions. By the properties of Q, it is clear that one can choose q α to have support which is contained in the union of the supports of q β , β ă α.
x i is a name of an ordinal for every i ă α. By the chain condition ofP, this sequence can be encoded as a set of ordinals of cardinality ă δ, and therefore belongs to M . Since G P M rGsrHs, we conclude that also its realization is in M , as needed.
In fact, for our goals it is sufficient to note only that some of the supercompactness of κ is preserved.
For the next section we need a stronger version of Lemma 26 and Claim 28. We will need to know that a stronger type of reflection holds between pair of elements from A.
Definition 30 (Magidor-Malitz Quantifiers). Let M be a model over the language L. We enrich L with the quantifiers Q n with the following interpretation:
iff DI Ď M, |I| " |M |, @a 0 , . . . , a n´1 P I, M |ù ϕpa 0 , . . . , a n´1 , pq A set I Ď M satisfying @a 0 , . . . , a n´1 P I, M |ù ϕpa 0 , . . . , a n´1 , pq is called a ϕ-block. The Magidor-Malitz quantifiers were defined by Menachem Magidor and Jerome Malitz in [18] . In this paper, they showed that under ♦pℵ 1 q a certain compactness theorem holds for the language LpQ ăω q -the first order logic extended by adding the Magidor-Malitz quantifiers.
We say that A ă Q n B if A is LpQ n q-elementary substructure of B. We write µ ։ Q n ν if for every model B of cardinality µ, there is a Q n -elementary submodel A of cardinality ν.
Lemma 31. Suppose κ is a huge cardinal, j : V Ñ M is a huge embedding with critical point κ, jpκq " δ, and µ, λ are regular cardinals with µ ă κ ď λ ă δ. Suppose also:
(1) , Epµ,κq " 9 Q is κ-directed-closed, of size ď λ, and preserves the regularity of λ." (2) , Epµ,κq˚9 Q " 9 R is κ-directed-closed, of size ăδ."
Then it is forced by pEpµ, κq˚9 Qq˚p 9 Rˆ9 Epλ, δqq that λ`։ Q ăω µ`.
Proof. First, let us note that it is enough to deal with models A which are transitive elementary submodels of Hpδ`q. Indeed let A 1 be an algebra on δ. Clearly, A 1 P Hpδ`q. Let A be a transitive elementary submodel of Hpδ`q of cardinality δ that contains A 1 as an element. Assume that B ă Q n A. Let us claim that B 1 " B X A 1 ă Q n A 1 . This is true, as any Q n statement in A 1 is equivalent to a Q n statement in A.
Let A be a transitive elementary structure of Hpδ`q of size δ. We may assume that for every formula Φ of the form Q n x 0 , . . . , x n´1 ϕpx 0 , . . . , x n´1 , pq there is function in the language of A, f Φ such that f Φ : A Ñ A is either constant (if Φ) or one-to-one (if Φ holds), and if it is one-to-one, then A |ù @y 0 , . . . , y n´1 ϕpf Φ py 0 q, . . . , f Φ py n´1 q, pq.
Let j : V rG˚g˚phˆHqs Ñ M rĜ˚ĝ˚pĥˆĤqs be as in Lemma 26, and for brevity denote the domain and codomain by V 1 and M 1 respectively. We want to show that j " A is a Q ăω -elementary substructure of jpAq. Let Φ be a formula of the form:
Let us assume, by induction, that every proper subformula of Φ is satisfied by jpAq in M 1 if and only if it is satisfied by j " A in M 1 . First, let us assume M 1 |ù "jpAq |ù Φ." By elementarity,
By the observation above, there is a function f Φ witnessing this fact in V 1 and clearly, jpf Φ q is a one-to-one function on j " A witnessing j " A |ù Φ.
On the other hand, assume that
Let I Ď j " A be a ϕ-block. We want to show that there is a corresponding ϕ-block (for the parameter p) also in V 1 . Note that the forcing to obtainĜ˚ĝ˚pĥˆĤq from G˚g˚phˆHq is of the form Q 0˚Q1 where Q 0 is a precaliber-δ forcing, and Q 1 is a δ-closed forcing. Let us denote the generic filter for Q 0 by K 0 and the generic filter for Q 1 by K 1 .
In order to find the ϕ-block in V 1 , we will show that the existence of such ϕ-block in V 1 rK 0 srK 1 s implies the existence of a corresponding ϕ-block in V rK 0 s, and that the existence of the later ϕ-block in V 1 rK 0 s implies the existence of a similar ϕ-block in V 1 . In M 1 , there is a ϕ-block I Ď j " A of size δ. Note that all its elements are of the form jpaq for some a P V 1 . Since M 1 Ď V 1 rK 0 srK 1 s, there is a ϕ-block in V rK 0 srK 1 s. In V rK 0 s, let x 9
x i : i ă δy be a sequence of Q 1 -names such that V rK 0 srK 1 s |ù "tjp 9 x K1 i q : i ă δu is a ϕ-block". In V rK 0 s let us construct a decreasing sequence of conditions xq i : i ă δy Ď Q 1 such that q 0 ,"tjp 9 x i q : i ă δu is a ϕ-block in j " A" and q i , 9
x i "ǎ i , for some a i P V 1 . We claim that ta i : i ă δu is a ϕ-block for A in V 1 (with parameter p). For every α 0 ă α 1 ă¨¨¨ă α n´1 ă δ, the condition q " q αn´1`1 forces jpa α0 q, jpa α1 q, . . . , jpa αn´1 q P I. Thus, q , j " A |ù ϕpjpa α0 q, . . . , jpa αn´1 q, jppqq. This is a proper subformula of Φ and thus, by the induction hypothesis, q , M 1 |ù jpAq |ù ϕpjpa α0 q, . . . , jpa αn´1 q, jppqq.
By elementarity, q , V 1 |ù A |ù ϕpa α0 , . . . , a αn´1 , pq.
This statement is about the ground model V 1 , so it does not depend on the condition q. We conclude that in V rK 0 s there is a ϕ-block, I
1 Ď A of cardinality δ. Work in V 1 . Let x 9 y i : i ă δy be a Q 0 -name such that xa i : i ă δy is its K 0 realization. In V 1 , let us pick conditions xr i : i ă δy Ď Q 0 such that r i , 9 y i "b i for some b i P V 1 , and each r i forces that t 9 y i : i ă δu is a ϕ-block. By the δ-precaliber of Q 0 , there is X P rδs δ such that tr α : α P Xu generates a filter. The set I 2 " tb α : α P Xu is a ϕ-block for A in V 1 : indeed, if α 0 ă α 1 ă¨¨ă α n´1 P X, then there is a condition r P Q 0 stronger than all the conditions r α1 , . . . , r αn´1 . r , V 1 |ù A |ù ϕpb α1 , . . . , b αn´1 , pq. But this is a statement about the ground model, so it does not depend on the condition r. We conclude that:
so by elementarity, M 1 |ù "jpAq |ù Φ."
Applying the reflection argument of Lemma 27, we conclude that the measure U generated from the huge embedding contains a set A such that every pair of elements α ă β in A satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 27, when replacing the Chang's relation ։ with the stronger relation ։ Q ăω .
Let us look at the model after the iteration of the Easton collapses. We can't conclude that the stronger version of Claim 28 holds, since we do not have a preservation lemma similar to Lemma 15 for Magidor-Malitz reflection. Thus we can only conclude the following version:
Claim 32. Let P κ be the iteration defined in 28. If α ą β are regular in the generic extension by P κ then there is an α`-c.c. complete subforcing P i such that , Pi α`։ Q ăω β`and P κ {P i is α`-closed. The same holds when replacing P κ by jpP κ q.
Radin forcing.
Work in the model of Claim 29. In this model, GCH holds high above κ, and κ is almost-huge. In particular, κ is measurable and opκq " κ``so we can force with the Radin forcing, while collapsing the cardinals between points in the Radin club. We will show that in the generic extension, for every µ ă ν ă κ, where ν is a successor, pν`, νq ։ pµ`, µq holds.
We start with a pair of preservation lemmas:
Thus, A satisfies the same formula: There is a set I Ď A, |I| " β`, and for every a, b P I, there is q P Q such that q , 9 f paq ă 9 f pbq or q , 9 f paq ą 9 f pbq. This defines a coloring h : rβ`s 2 Ñ 2ˆQ. By Remark 11, there are sequences xa i : i ă β`1y Ď pβ`q ăω and xq i : i ă βy Ď Q such that for all i ă β:
f pa i q ă 9 f pa j q ă β, or p@j ą iqq i , β ą 9 f pa i q ą 9 f pa j q.
For each i, the second option is impossible by well-foundedness. By the β-c.c., there is some q forcing β-many of q i to be in the generic filter. Then q forces that there is an increasing sequence of order type β`1 below β, which is impossible.
Corollary 34. Work in the generic extension by P κ . Let α ă γ 0 ď γ 1 ď β ă κ be regular cardinals. Assume that Q is a β-c.c. forcing notion of size ď β, and QĈ olpγ 0 , γ 1 q preserves α`. Then QˆColpγ 0 , γ 1 q forces pβ`, βq ։ pα`, |α|q.
Proof. Let P i be a β`-c.c. regular subforcing of P κ such that , Pi β`։ Q ăω α`and P κ {P i is β`-closed. By Claim 32, β`։ Q ăω α`holds in V Pi˚9 Colpγ0,γ1q . Lemma 33 implies that Q forces pβ`, βq ։ pα`, |α|q over this model. In V Pi , P κ {P i is β`-closed, and |QˆColpγ 0 , γ 1 q| ď β. Therefore, Lemma 15 implies that in the generic extension Chang's Conjecture, pβ`, βq ։ pα`, |α|q, holds.
We are now ready for the main theorem. We start by defining a notion of Radin forcing with interleaved collapses. For simplicity, we assume GCH.
Recall the following definition of a measure sequence, due to Radin.
Definition 35. [19] Let j : V Ñ M be an elementary embedding, crit j " α. Let us define, by induction, a sequence of normal measures on V α , u. Let up0q " α. For every i ă jpαq, if uaei P M , let upiq " tX Ď V α : uaei P jpXqu. Otherwise, we halt.
u is called the measure sequence derived from j.
Let j : V Ñ M be an elementary embedding with critical point κ. Let U be the measure sequence derived from j. Let M S be the class of all measure sequences.
We say that a measure u on V α is normal if it is closed under diagonal intersections in the following sense: if xA v | v P M S X V α y is a list of sets from u then also:
Let us start with the following fact:
Lemma 36. There is a sequence xG α : α ď κy such that:
(1) For every measurable α, and every f P G α , f is a function with domain V α and for every measure sequence u P dom f , f puq P Colpup0q`, αq. Proof. Let δ ă κ. Using GCH, enumerate all the functions D : V δ Ñ V δ`1 , such that Dpuq is a dense open subset of Colpup0q`, δq for every measure sequence u P V δ , as xD α : α ă δ`y. Let p 0 : V δ Ñ V δ be such that p 0 puq P D 0 puq for every measure sequence u P V δ . Given xp i : i ď αy, α ă δ`, let p α`1 be such that p α`1 puq ď p α puq and p α`1 puq P D α`1 puq for all measure sequences u. At limit stages λ in the construction, we use the following inductive assumption: For every α ă β ă λ, there is a club C α,β Ď δ such that whenever up0q P C α,β for a measure sequence u, p α puq ě p β puq. Let xλ α : α ă cfpλqy be increasing and cofinal in λ. The diagonal intersection, C " tα ă δ : for all β ă γ ă α, α P C λ β ,λγ u, is club. For all u such that up0q P C, xp λα puq : α ă up0qy is a decreasing sequence in Colpup0q`, δq. Let p λ be such that p λ puq P D λ puq is a lower bound to this sequence for all such u. To continue the induction, we define C λα,λ " C X tβ | α ă βu for α ă cfpλq. For β ă λ not among the λ α , let C β,λ " C λα,λ X C β,λα , where α is the least ordinal such that λ α ą β.
For every normal measure u on V δ , trp α s u : α ă δ`u is a descending sequence in Colpδ`, j u pδqq, and rp α s u P rD α s u for every α ă δ`. We let G δ " tp α : α ă δ`u. Finally, we let G κ " jpxG α : α ă κyqpκq.
Lemma 37. Under the same assumptions:
(1) Assume that xf α : α ă κy is a sequence of functions, f α P G α . Then there is a function f P G κ such that the collection:
Let B be the set of all measure sequences u P V κ such that for every xf γ : γ ă up0qy, with
The set A 1 of measure sequences u P V κ such that up0q P A is in Upβq for every β ă len U, since κ P jpAq. Now let B be as in (2) . For all β ă len U, M can see that for all sequences xf α : α ă κy as in (1), there is f P G κ such that tv P V κ : f aeV vp0q " f vp0q u P Ş αăβ Upαq. Thus Uaeβ P jpBq, and B P Upβq.
Let us define the forcing notion P. p P P iff p " xf´1, q 0 , f 0 , . . . , q n y Where q i " xu i , A i , F i y and:
(1) u i is a measure sequence. We denote u i p0q by
(1) m ď n and there is a strictly increasing sequence of indices i 0 , . . . , i m such that
We say that p ď ‹ q if p ď q and len p " len q. For a condition p " xf´1, u 0 , A 0 , F 0 , f 0 , . . . , u n , A n , F n y P P, let us denote:
For any measure sequence u which is derived from some elementary embedding, let us denote by P u the forcing notion which is defined as P when replacing U by u. Lemma 38 holds for P u . We have the standard decomposition:
Claim 39. For every condition p P P of length n, and every measure sequence u in the stem of p, the forcing Paep of all conditions below p splits into the product: Paep " P ąu aep ÒˆP u aep Ó , where P ąu is the forcing P when we modify the definition of α´1 to be up0q`. p Ò , p Ó is the decomposition of the condition p to the parts above and below u, respectively. Lemma 40. P satisfies the Prikry property. Moreover, this is true for P ąu for every measure sequence u.
Proof. We sketch a proof for the lemma. The proof is similar to the one in [11, Section 3, Section 4], with minor changes. We will prove it only for the case of P. The other cases are similar. Let Φ be a statement in the forcing language. Let p P P be a condition.
In order to show that P satisfies the Prikry property, we will show that this is true for P u , for every measure sequence u. Let us assume, by induction, that this is true for every measure sequence u such that up0q ă κ.
Let us start with the case len p " 0:
Claim 41. Assume that p " xf´1, U, A, F y. There is a direct extension of p that decides the truth value of Φ.
Proof. First, let us consider, for every stem s, the following sets:
s,v q is dense subset of Colpvp0q`, κq. By Lemma 36, there is F 1 P G κ such that the set of all v P V κ with F 1 pvq P D v belongs to Ş 0ăαălen U Upαq. Let A 1 be the intersection of the above set with A. Let F ‹ , be a condition in G κ stronger than F, F 1 . Let us define for every possible stem of a condition stronger than xf´1, U,
, f s k´1 y, and for every α ă len U, a set Aps, αq P Upαq. This is a measure one set, relative to Upαq, such that one of the three possibilities holds for it:
(1) For every v P Aps, αq there is a choice of B 
Let us observe first that for every v P Aps, αq X A 1 , if one of the first two options holds, then we may take Let us take an extension of p ‹ which decides Φ and has a minimal length. If it is a direct extension, we are done. Let us assume, towards a contradiction, that this extension has length n`1:
Let s be the lower stem (up to length n). By our assumption, there is α such that Aps, αq P Upαq contains only measure sequences v, which when appended to s together with A v , F v , form a condition that decides the statement in the same direction as r. Without loss of generality, they all force Φ.
For every v P Aps, αq, F v is stronger than the restriction of F ‹ to A v (pointwise) and belongs to G vp0q . Let us consider the function g : Aps, αq Ñ V κ , gpvq " xA v , F v y. By the definition of Upαq, Uaeα P dom jpgq. Let xA ăα , F ăα y " jpgqpUaeαq. By elementarity, A ăα P Ş βăα Upβq and for Upαq-almost all v P V κ , A ăα XV vp0q " A v and F ăα aeV vp0q " F v . Let A α be the collection of all v P Aps, αq that satisfy the above assertion. By Lemma 37,
ąα to be all the sets that reflect A α , namely
, and let us restrict the domain of F ‹‹ to A ‹‹ . Let us show that any extension of the condition q s " s xU, A ‹‹ , F ‹‹ y is compatible with a choice of an element from Aps, αq. Therefore, any extension of the current condition is compatible with an extension that forces Φ. This is true by our choice of A ‹‹ . If we extend q s by only adding elements below v n and strengthening the collapses, then this condition is compatible with any condition in which we extend q s by adding a single element from Aps, αq above v n´1 . Otherwise, let q ď q s be any extension of q s and assume that the Radin club of q contains elements above v n´1 . Let m " len q, q " xf So, let us assume that there is such element u that can be added to q to put us into the previous case. We conclude that in any case, any extension of q s has an extension that forces Φ and thus, q s , Φ. But this is a contradiction to the minimality of n.
Let us continue to the general case. Let p P P be a general condition. Let us assume, by induction, that Prikry property holds for every shorter condition. By the claim above, we may assume that len p ą 0. We want to find a direct extension of p that decides the truth value of statement Φ.
We can decompose the forcing notion Paep into a product P ąu aep ÒˆP u aep Ó for some measure sequence u that appears in p.
Recall that P u is α-centered, where α " up0q. Let xr i : i ă αy enumerate all possible stems of conditions in P u . Let us define, by induction, a sequence of conditions in P ąu , xp i : i ď αy in the following way. Let p 0 " p Ò . Given p i , let p i`1 ď ‹ p i decide whether there is a condition in P u with stem r i deciding Φ, and if so, whether it forces Φ or Φ. At limit ordinals i ď α, we use the closure of the order ď ‹ and take p i to be a lower bound of p i 1 for every i 1 ă i. If GˆH Ď P uˆPąu is generic with xp Ó , p α y, then there is a condition xr, qy P GˆH deciding Φ. The stem of r is r i for some i ă α, and p α must already decide which way r decides Φ. Thus it is forced by P u that p α decides Φ. By induction, we may take a direct extension r 1 ď ‹ p Ó which decides which way p α decides Φ. r 1 p α is the desired direct extension of p.
Recall that U was derived from an elementary embedding j : V Ñ M .
Lemma 42. Assume that V κ`2 Ď M . Then P preserves the inaccessibility of κ.
Proof. By GCH and the strength of the elementary embedding, j, we have len U ě κ``, while |V κ`1 | " κ`. Therefore, there is a repeat point, namely an ordinal
Let α be the first repeat point in the measure sequence derived from j. Clearly, replacing U with Uaeα does not change the forcing. Let k : V Ñ M be an elementary embedding generated by Upαq. Let us look at kpPq. Let:
Let us extend the condition kppq by adding xUaeα, A n , F n y at the n-th coordinate, and let q be the obtained condition. It is clear that forcing below q introduces a generic filter for P, K. The Radin forcing below the condition q is equivalent to a product PˆQ (where Q consists of all the upper parts of the conditions in P). Recall that Q is κ`-weakly closed. Applying k to the upper part of the conditions in P generates an M -generic filter for Q 1 , since any dense open set in M is represented by a function from κ to dense open sets of the closed part of P. Therefore, there is a condition in the intersection of all of them. Let H be a Q-generic filter, extending the Q 1 -generic filter which is generated by the k images of the elements of P. Let KˆH be the M -generic filter for kpPq. Silver's criteria holds, and therefore one can extend k to an elementary embeddingk : V rKs Ñ M rKsrHs. In particular, since κ is the critical point ofk, it is regular in V rKs.
In fact, the forcing P preserves also the measurability of κ, but for our purposes it is enough to know that V κ is a model of ZFC.
There is a natural projection from a measure on measure sequences in V κ to a measure on κ by taking each measure sequence u to its first element up0q. When saying that a subset of κ is large relative to a measure on the measure sequences of V κ we mean that it is large relative to the corresponding projection.
Let us return now to the model that was obtained in the previous section.
Theorem 43. Let P be the Radin forcing for adding a club through κ, with interleaved collapses, collapsing ρ i`1 to be of cardinality ρì for any two successive Radin points. Let A be the set obtained in Lemma 27. Assume that A is U-large relative to all relevant measures. Then P forces pβ``, β`q ։ pα`, αq for all α ď β ă κ.
Proof. Let p P P force that β be a cardinal in the extension. Assume p is strong enough to decide three successive points ζ ă ξ ă ρ in the Radin club such that p , β`" pζ`q V , β``" pξ`q V , and β`3 " pρ`q V . The forcing Paep splits into a product Q 0ˆC olpξ`, ρqˆQ 1 , where Q 0 is the Radin forcing below ξ, and Q 1 adds no subsets of ξ`.
Note that Q 0 " P 0ˆC olpζ`, ξq, where P 0 is ζ`-c.c., has size ď ζ`, and preserves α`, which is the successor cardinal in V to some member of the Radin club. Corollary 34 implies that pβ``, β`q ։ pα`, αq holds after forcing with P 0ˆC olpζ`, ξq.
Since Q 0 is ξ`-c.c. and Colpξ`, ρq is ξ`-closed, Lemma 15 implies that the instance of Chang's Conjecture holds after forcing with Q 0ˆC olpξ`, ρq. It continues to hold after forcing with Q 1 , since no new algebras on ξ`are added.
In the above model, the instances of Chang's Conjecture of the form pµ`, µq ։ pν`, νq where µ is singular, always fail. Since every singular cardinal in the generic extension is inaccessible in the ground model, ‹ µ holds there. Since we preserve its successor, it still holds in the generic extension. Any instance of Chang's Conjecture of the form pµ`, µq ։ pν`, νq, where µ is singular, implies the failure of the weak square,
SEGMENTS OF CHANG'S CONJECTURE
In the previous section we dealt with obtaining Chang's Conjecture between all pairs of the form pµ`, µq and pν`, νq where µ is a successor cardinal. The cases of µ singular cardinal, which were not covered in the previous section, are much harder.
Recall that any instance of Chang's Conjecture of the form pµ`, µq ։ pν`, νq where µ is singular, ν ă µ (in which we assume that the elementary submodel of cardinality ν`contains ν) implies the failure of the weak square˝‹ µ . Indeed, it implies that there are no good scales. Thus, the problem of getting, for example pµ`, µq ։ ppcf µq`, cf µq globally requires us to get a failure of weak square at all singular cardinals. See [2] for the best known consistency result towards this goal.
We want to attack a more modest problem. We will get all the instances of Chang's Conjecture which are compatible with GCH, in a small segment of cardinals not covered by the previous section.
Let κ be a huge cardinal, and let j : V Ñ M be an elementary embedding witnessing it. Let δ " jpκq.
Lemma 44.
There is a function ℓ : δ Ñ V δ with the following properties:
(1) jpℓaeκq " ℓ.
(2) For every cardinal µ, and γ ă δ, if x P V γ and µ is 2 γ -supercompact then there is an elementary embedding k :
Proof. We pick a universal Laver function ℓaeκ on V κ , using minimal counter examples (if there are counter examples). I.e. we pick ℓpρq " x if x P Hpθq and θ ă δ is the minimal cardinal for which there is no supercompact measure on P ρ θ, U such that j U pℓaeρq " x. We pick x to be the minimal such witness of failure, relative to some fixed well order.
Apply j on this function to obtain ℓ. Since V δ Ď M , the first item holds. The second item holds below κ by the usual proof for the Laver diamond: the minimal x for which property (2) fails would be exactly the value of jpℓq at the point µ in any closed enough ultrapower. The third item holds by definition. The fourth item holds as for any fully supercompact cardinal (from the point of view of V δ ), µ, ℓaeµ is already a Laver diamond and therefore there is no counter example to pick.
Let ℓ be a Laver function for V δ as in the conclusion of Lemma 44. We wish to make every α ă κ which is ăκ-supercompact indestructible under any α-directed-closed forcing. We do the usual Laver iteration P with respect to ℓ. We claim that if G Ď jpPq is generic, then κ is still huge in V rGs. Since κ is ăδ-supercompact in M , jpPq{pG X Pq is p2 κ q`-directed-closed in V rG X Ps. Thus we may take a master condition and build an M rGs-generic filter for j 2 pPq{G. Now let A be the set obtained from Lemma 27. By reflection arguments, we may assume every cardinal in A is ăκ-supercompact. Let us pick such cardinals xµ n | n ă ωy.
Theorem 45. There is ρ ă µ 0 such that:
Colpω, ρ`ωq˚Epρ`ω`1, µ 0 q˚Epµ 0 , µ 1 q˚¨¨¨˚Epµ n , µ n`1 q˚¨¨f orces:
(1) For every m ă n ă ω, pℵ n`1 , ℵ n q ։ pℵ m`1 , ℵ m q.
(2) pℵ ω`1 , ℵ ω q ։ pℵ 1 , ℵ 0 q.
In the generic extension ℵ 1 " ρ`ω`1 and ℵ n`2 " µ n for all n ă ω.
We split the proof of this theorem into three parts:
Lemma 46. For every choice of ρ, pℵ 2 , ℵ 1 q ։ pℵ 1 , ℵ 0 q.
Proof. After forcing with Colpω, ρ`ωq, µ 0 is still measurable. Since the forcing Epω 1 , µ 0 q is µ 0 -c.c. and σ-closed, after forcing with it there is an ω 2 -complete ideal on ω 2 , in which the positive sets have a dense subset which is σ-closed. In particular, the Strong Chang conjecture holds (see, for example, [20] [Theorem 1.1]).
Lemma 47. For every choice of ρ, for every 0 ă m ă n ă ω, pℵ n`1 , ℵ n q ։ pℵ m`1 , ℵ m q.
Given the partial sequence xr α , 9 q α , a α : α ă βy satisfying the above conditions, we let 9 q be a name for a lower bound to x 9 q α : α ă βy. Then we pick xr β , 9 q 1 y ď xr 0 , 9 qy and a β such that xr β , 9 q 1 y , 9 x β " kpǎ β q. Then let 9 q β be such that r β , 9 q β " 9 q 1 and r 1 , 9 q β " 9 q for all r 1 K r β . By the regularity of µ`ω`1 0 , there is a fixed condition r ‹ and a cofinal set of ordinals α ă µ`ω`1 0 such that r α " r ‹ . Without loss of generality, for every α, r α " r ‹ .
By elementarity, for every α ă β ă µ`ω`1 0 there is ρ ă µ 0 and a condition q P Colpω, ρ`ωq˚Epρ`ω`1, µ 0 q that forces 9 f ρ pa α q ă 9 f ρ pa β q ă µ`n 0 . Applying the Erdős-Rado theorem on the first µ`n`1 0 elements in this sequence, we obtain a sequence of ordinals I of order type µ`n 0`1 and a single ρ ‹ ă µ 0 , q ‹ P Colpω, ρ`ω ‹ qE pρ`ω`1 ‹ , µ 0 q such that for every α ă β in I, q ‹ , 9 f ρ‹ pa α q ă 9 f ρ‹ pa β q ă µ`n 0 . This is a contradiction, since it is impossible to get an increasing sequence of ordinals of length µ`n 0`1 below µ`n 0 .
Thus, there is ρ ă µ 0 such that the product forces pℵ ω`1 , ℵ ω q ։ pℵ 1 , ℵ 0 q. Let us show that in this case the iteration does the same.
Claim 49.
There is a projection π : pColpω, ρ`ωq˚Epρ`ω`1, µ 0 qqˆEpµ 0 , µ 1 qˆ¨¨¨ˆEpµ n , µ n`1 qˆ¨¨Ñ Colpω, ρ`ωq˚Epρ`ω`1, µ 0 q˚Epµ 0 , µ 1 q˚¨¨¨˚Epµ n , µ n`1 q˚¨¨P roof. Let P " Colpω, ρ`ωq˚Epρ`ω`1, µ 0 q. The argument for Lemma 25 shows the following: For each n ă ω, there is a map σ n : Epµ n , µ n`1 q Ñ T pP˚Epµ 0 , µ 1 q˚¨¨¨˚Epµ n´1 , µ n q, Epµ n , µ n`1such that xp, qy Þ Ñ xp, σ n pqqy is a projection from pP˚Epµ 0 , µ 1 q˚¨¨¨˚Epµ n´1 , µ n qqÊ pµ n , µ n`1 q to pP˚Epµ 0 , µ 1 q˚¨¨¨˚Epµ n´1 , µ n q˚Epµ n , µ n`1 q. Furthermore, if p , 9 q 1 ď σ n pq 0 q, then there is q 2 ď q 0 such that p , σ n pq 2 q " 9 q 1 . For a condition r " xp, q 0 , q 1 , . . . y in the infinite product we define πprq " xp, σ 0 pq 0 q, σ 1 pq 1 q, . . . y. To verify that π is a projection, suppose xp 1 , q As the product is µ 0 -closed in the ground model, it is µ 0 -distributive in the generic extension by the µ 0 -c.c. forcing Colpω, ρ`ωq˚Epρ`ω`1, µ 0 q. Therefore, if f : ℵ ăω ω`1 Ñ ℵ ω is in the extension by the iteration, the ℵ 1 -sized witness for Chang's conjecture with respect to f already exists in the extension by the iteration.
OPEN QUESTIONS
We conclude this paper with a list of open questions:
Question. Is it consistent, relative to large cardinals, that for every pair of cardinals κ ă λ such that κ ă cf λ or cf κ " cf λ, pλ`, λq ։ pκ`, κq?
In the model of Section 4 we gave a positive answer to this question when restricting λ to be a successor cardinal.
Question.
What is the consistency strength of pℵ 4 , ℵ 3 q ։ pℵ 2 , ℵ 1 q?
In Section 3 we gave an upper bound of p`2q-subcompact cardinal. The known lower bound, due to Levinski is 0 : , [15] .
